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Sensory neuroecology and
multimodal evolution across the
genus Drosophila

Ian W. Keesey*

School of Biological Sciences, University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL), Lincoln, NE, United States

The neural basis and genetic mechanisms for sensory evolution are

increasingly being explored in depth across many closely related members

of the Drosophila genus. This has, in part, been achieved due to the

immense e�orts toward adapting gene-editing technologies for additional,

non-model species. Studies targeting both peripheral sensory variations,

as well as interspecies divergence in coding or neural connectivity, have

generated numerous, tangible examples of how and where the evolution of

sensory-driven animal behavior has occurred. Here, we review and discuss

studies that each aim to identify the neurobiological and genetic components

of sensory system evolution to provide a comparative overview of the types

of functional variations observed across both perceptual input and behavioral

output. In addition, we examined the roles neuroecology and neuroevolution

play in speciation events, such as courtship and intraspecies communication,

as well as those aspects related to behavioral divergence in host navigation or

egg-laying preferences. Through the investigation of comparative, large-scale

trends and correlations across diverse, yet closely related species within

this highly ecologically variable genus of flies, we can begin to describe

the underlying pressures, mechanisms, and constraints that have guided

sensory and nervous system evolution within the natural environments of

these organisms.
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Introduction

This is an exciting time to be an evolutionary neuroethologist, a behavioral ecologist,

and a sensory physiologist, as a foundation of tools and technologies is, for the first

time, largely in place to study neural variation across a broad range of organisms as

well as their corresponding behavioral innovations. Neurogenetic research examines

the role of genetics in the development and function of the nervous system. This field

of study considers neural characteristics, such as phenotypes, and is mainly based on

the observation that the nervous systems of individuals, even of those belonging to

the same species, may not be completely identical. Most of the research pertaining

to neurogenetics has revolved around Drosophila melanogaster, where decades of

experiments have outlined the major operations of the central brain, from genome to

connectome. Moreover, many relatives of D. melanogaster, which, again, has been one
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of the foundational workhorses for modern genetics, are starting

to become laboratory models in their own right (Goldman-

Huertas et al., 2015; O’Grady and DeSalle, 2018; Gloss et al.,

2019; Auer et al., 2020). This family of invertebrates (Insecta:

Diptera: Drosophilidae) has continued to provide a successful

avenue for innovative research partly because of the strong base

of knowledge afforded by a single model species (i.e., Drosophila

melanogaster), as well as because of the relatively simple brain

(e.g., ∼100,000 neurons) (Scheffer, 2020). Here, CRISPR-Cas9

and other transgenic tools have already begun to be established

for many closely related Drosophila species (Bono et al., 2015),

including D. melanogaster (Port et al., 2020), D. simulans

(Seeholzer et al., 2018) , D. yakuba and D. santomea (Ding et al.,

2019) , D. pseudoobscura (Ramaekers et al., 2019) , D. subobscura

(Tanaka et al., 2017) , D. sechellia (Auer et al., 2020) , D. suzukii

(Karageorgi et al., 2017), as well as D. mojavensis (Khallaf et al.,

2020). In addition, several other members of this fly genus are

still in ongoing transgenic production in laboratories around

the world.

Another central advantage of working with this genus is

that species within Drosophila are well-known to be quite a

variable in their hostmaterial andmicrobial associations (Becher

et al., 2012; Markow, 2015; Jezovit et al., 2017). Thus, this group

of flies, in addition to a multitude of genomic datasets and

emerging molecular tools, also provides drastic evolutionary

divergence in host utilization and behavioral innovation, for

example, from host material preferences toward differing stages

of fruit decay, true herbivory, mycophagy, and even including

florivory species (Figure 1A). Therefore, this genus represents

ecologies across a rather complete spectrum of plant and

microbial host phenology, not to mention several more unique

ecological adaptations such as egg-laying in the gills of land

crabs and their fermenting urine repositories (Carson, 1974;

Stensmyr et al., 2008), as well as within protein-rich resources

such as bat guano at the base of underground caves (Tosi et al.,

1990). Beyond the variable host material utilization, members

of this genus are also found across rather diverse habitats, such

as islands, temperate and tropical rainforests, high-elevation

mountains, as well as deserts (Figure 1B). Habitats can include

large ambient variations in temperature, humidity, light-level,

and three-dimensional spatial variance, such as from ground

to tree tops or across altitudinal gradients (e.g., from the sea

level to mountains). Each new environment (or microhabitat

within a single ecological type) can provide variations in plant

host availability, fruit type, and microbial availability. Thus,

the relatively rapid and immense radiation of host diversity

within this insect genus provides a plethora of opportunities

to uncover ecological and evolutionary mechanisms for any

associated chemosensory or multimodal sensory divergence

that accompanies unique host adaptation or shifts in habitat

preference, as well as interspecific behavioral deviations in

courtship or reproductive barriers.

Over the past decade, while several reviews have emerged

to keep up with cutting-edge research within the singular

species, D. melanogaster, fewer reviews exist that examine the

wider scope of neurobiology, behavior and sensory ecology

research that is being conducted across the breadth of the entire

Drosophila genus. Here, we hope to step back and examine

an overview of this rapidly expanding, broad area of research

in order to discuss various examples of sensory adaptations

at the periphery as well as within numerous components of

the primary and secondary processing centers within the brain.

In general, this review focuses on how inter- and intraspecies

variations in olfactory and other sensory input arise, as well as

how their associated neural substrates can provide rationales

for ongoing speciation mechanisms and adaptations toward

novel environments. This can have direct connections to studies

of climate change in an increasingly unstable world, as well

as connections to agricultural advancement in the form of

understanding host plant adaptations and the plasticity provided

by genetic variation across populations of introduced insect pest

species (Olazcuaga et al., 2021).While the majority of neural and

behavioral frontiers are outlined using the laboratory strains of

D. melanogaster (e.g., Oregon R and Canton S), an increasing

body of literature is revisiting theories and hypotheses using

non-melanogaster species to confirm these previous results and

test long-held beliefs in ecology, evolution, and developmental

biology. As a summary, this review also formulates potential

avenues for examining the burgeoning field of multimodal

neural integration and proposes studies or objectives for the

future of behavioral neurobiology to maximize the potential use

of this incredibly diverse genus of flies, from the laboratory into

the field, and vice versa.

Chemosensory evolution

Serving as the anchor species for our understanding

of peripheral detection and primary processing of chemical

information, D. melanogaster research has provided an in-

depth model of how the brain receives and perceives olfactory

information within its environment (Figure 2). This animal

uses both its antennae as well as its maxillary palps (as the

predominant chemosensory organs on the head of the fly) to

detect its chemical environment. Covering these structures (i.e.,

antenna and palp) are a series of single hairs, or sensillum, that

come in a variety of shapes and sizes. Categorically, these sensilla

include basiconic (large and small), coeloconic, trichoid, and

intermediate types, which are all distinct in their morphology

(Shanbhag et al., 2001; Lin and Potter, 2015; Keesey et al.,

2019b). Each sensillum, in turn, possesses a specific set of

olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs), which themselves contain

and express single or combinations of co-expressed olfactory

receptors (ORs). It is important to note that sensilla can
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FIGURE 1

Ecology and habitat use within the Drosophila genus. (A) The most well-studied species, Drosophila melanogaster, and its closest relatives,

primarily utilize fermenting fruit and sites of heavy bacteria and yeast growth. Therefore, this genus is often known as fruit flies (or vinegar flies).

However, within this family and genus (Drosophilidae: Drosophila), there are species that target more diverse host resources, including flowers,

fresh/ripening fruits, and even leaf tissues. But how the sensory systems of each new species evolve, and the mechanisms for that adaptation are

less well-known. (B) Members of the Drosophila genus are found across a multitude of ecological zones and habitats, including very di�erent

environments regarding temperature and humidity, as well as altitude and light availability. This makes the genus an ideal model for studying

adaptation to new habitats (and microhabitats), including how sensory systems and the brain change in order to maximize evolutionary success

in each new ecological niche.

also express other types of chemosensory receptors, such as

ionotropic receptors (IRs), as well as gustatory receptors (GRs),

which are better reviewed in other literature (Rytz et al., 2013;

Scott, 2018; Dweck and Carlson, 2020). For olfaction in D.

melanogaster, each OSN within a sensillum contains between

1 and 4 ORs. In total, this species has roughly ∼1,200 OSNs,

which are distributed across ∼400 sensilla on each antenna,

and ∼60 sensilla on each palp (Stocker, 2001; Grabe et al.,

2016). Researchers can record from the whole antennal or entire

palp, using electroantennograms (EAG) and electropalpograms

(EPG), or from each neuron within one of the sensory hairs,

utilizing single sensillum recording (SSR) (Figure 3). Other

body sections in D. melanogaster also contain chemosensory

sensillum types, including areas such as the wings, legs, and

ovipositor; however, these body regions have been studied

more recently, and will continue to be the next frontier in

our understanding ofDrosophila chemosensation, neurobiology,

and connectomics.

Neurobiology of chemosensation

Chemical signals detected by each sensillum on the antenna

are transported into the primary olfactory processing center of

the Drosophila brain (Figure 2), which is called the antennal

lobe (AL). Within the AL, glomeruli are also interconnected

to a few (e.g., sparse connections), or many partners (e.g.,

global connections), and these interconnected glomeruli often

participate in modulation of the signal strength in each other.

These connections are via lateral interneurons (LNs), and can

provide increases or decreases in responses across the AL

based on chemical detection of odor combinations coming

from the antenna and/or palp (Das et al., 2017; Mohamed

et al., 2019). Some stimuli, especially aversive, negative or

dangerous chemical cues, often appear to have reduced LN

connectivity within the AL, with the argument being that

these so-called labeled lines are processed faster or with less

relative modulation (Stensmyr et al., 2012; Ebrahim et al.,

2015; Keesey and Hansson, 2021). Other stimuli, usually

those odorants linked to mating or courtship behaviors, also

appear to be less interconnected within the AL. However, in

general, the Drosophila olfactory LNs are both highly diverse

and highly variable in their connections within the antennal

lobe, which is thought to contribute to the combinatorial

and concentration or ratio-dependent nature of olfactory

preference behavior.

After neural signals from the antenna or palp reach and are

processed within the AL, projection neurons (PNs) transfer this

information to the secondary processing centers (Figures 4, 5),

also called the higher brain centers, which include both the

mushroom body (MB) as well as the lateral horn (LH) (Grabe

et al., 2016; Huoviala et al., 2018; Keesey and Hansson, 2021).

The MB serves as a center for learning and memory, where PNs

with larger arborization or branching have been suggested as

indicative of the higher degree of modulation and plasticity in
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FIGURE 2

An overview diagram of chemosensation. (A) The brain of Drosophila melanogaster, identifying neuropils related to olfaction (orange). Primary

processing occurs in the AL (using glomeruli), with subsequent secondary processing in high brain regions, such as MB and LH. (B) Neural

staining of AL and tracts toward both MB and LH, including clusters of cell bodies for projection neurons. (C) Reconstruction of a single

projection neuron pathway from AL to high brain centers. (D) Schematic of pathways from peripheral olfactory organs, such as antenna and

maxillary palps, where sensillum expresses olfactory receptors (ORs) within olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs). These peripheral OSNs first

connect to a glomerulus within the AL before projection neurons (PNs) carry this signal onto the MB and LH. A multitude of papers have

provided robust description and assessment of each stage (#1-8) of olfaction and gustation. AL, antennal lobe; OL, optic lobe; MB, mushroom

body; LH, lateral horn; LN, lateral interneurons; PN, projection neurons; OR, olfactory receptor; OSN, olfactory sensory neuron.

that behavior (Grabe et al., 2016; Keesey et al., 2020a). Here

again, labeled-line circuits, frequently indicative of negative

or sex-related odorants, usually have fewer connections and

synaptic partners within the MB, and may, in turn, be less

malleable (Stensmyr et al., 2012; Ebrahim et al., 2015; Keesey

et al., 2020a). The LH, on the other hand, serves as the

center for innate behavior, and can be subdivided into 3 main

regions, including attractive, aversive, and pheromone/courtship

stimulation (Figure 4). These higher brain centers (e.g., MB and

LH) have been less explored outside of D. melanogaster when

compared to the periphery and AL; however, with increasing

molecular tools being developed across this genus, there will

continue to be an acceleration of research in the coming

years into novel species for comparison of these higher brain

processing centers.

For D. melanogaster, the AL features over 60 glomeruli

(plural), which resemble a cluster of grapes, where each

glomerulus (singular) receives all input from a specific OSN

type at the periphery (i.e., all sensilla containing one subset

of OSNs). For example, the DM2 glomerulus receives input

from every copy of the ab3A OSN (ab3; antennal basiconic

number 3), which contains and expresses the Or22a olfactory

receptor. Thus, in each Drosophila species, the size of a single

glomerulus in the AL relates to the total abundance of a

sensillum and OSN type across the antenna or palp (Linz

et al., 2013; Dekker et al., 2015; Grabe et al., 2016). Put

another way, the size of a glomerulus in a species is directly

proportional to the number of detection inputs coming from

the sensory periphery (Figures 5D,F). For some species that have

more ab3 sensilla than D. melanogaster, such as D. sechellia,

the relative size of their corresponding DM2 glomerulus is

greatly enlarged (Dekker et al., 2006; Linz et al., 2013). These

relative increases in abundance do appear to come at a cost,

where D. sechellia also has an extremely reduced set of the
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FIGURE 3

Methodology for recording from OSNs. (A) Drawn schematic and microscope image of recording electrode puncturing inside the shaft of the

sensillum. This is the primary method, single sensillum recording (SSR), for Drosophila chemosensory deorphanization, which identifies which

odors best activate each OSN and OR expressed at the periphery of the fly. (B) A diagram of the interior of a sensillum [e.g., antennal basiconic

three (ab3)], showing two OSNs (“A” and “B”). Recordings provide baseline/noise, as well as large “A” neuron spikes and small “B” neuron spikes.

Two amplitudes (e.g., large and small spikes) are indicative of two OSNs. Spikes occur spontaneously pre-stimulation but increase following

stimulation with odor/ligand. In this example, only the “A” neuron increases firing; thus, this odor stimulation (e.g., odor/ligand) is activating only

this neuron and odorant receptor (OR) type. OR, olfactory receptor; OSN, olfactory sensory neuron; ab3, antennal basiconic three; Or22a,

olfactory receptor type 22a; AL, antennal lobe.

ab2 sensillum (Linz et al., 2013; Keesey et al., 2019b). Most

examined species within the genus have around 60–70 total

glomeruli, although there are large phylogenetic changes across

the genus, and more research is needed to compare whole

AL changes as opposed to studies of single glomerulus gains

and losses.

Pheromones circuits changes between species

Olfaction represents one of the most well-studied sensory

systems across the Drosophila genus. Beyond the underlying

neurobiology, this includes chemical ecology research pertaining

to both host navigation as well as courtship and mate

acceptance from a wide variety of species. Here, pheromones,

or volatile organic molecules that elicit a behavioral response

from individuals of the same or related species, and other

chemicals produced by the fly body, can be used to communicate

between members of the same or opposite sex, are a classic

study system to examine speciation, adaptation, and chemical

divergence (Thistle et al., 2012; Fan et al., 2013; Seeholzer

et al., 2018; Khallaf et al., 2021). Within the genus Drosophila,

there are two main categories of volatile pheromones, including

sexually dimorphic odorants, such as cis-vaccenyl acetate (cVA),

which is produced only by the male accessory glands (Benton

et al., 2007), as well as sexually monomorphic odorants,

here including aggregation and courtship pheromones, such

as methyl laurate (ML), that are produced by both sexes,

presumably through the fat body and via regulated metabolic

processes (Dweck et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016). Lastly, there are

also cuticular hydrocarbons (CHCs), which, in addition to their

functional role in desiccation resistance [e.g., where short-chain

hydrocarbons are associated with tropical habitats and longer-

chain hydrocarbons are associated with arid environments

(Jezovit et al., 2017)], are also detected on the surface of the

flies and function as mostly non-volatile, gustatory, or contact-

mediated pheromone cues (Fan et al., 2013; Depetris-Chauvin

et al., 2015; Lebreton et al., 2017). It is also important to

mention that, while most insect-borne odorants (pheromones)

are identified via body washes or whole insect extraction

protocols, that these compounds are also sometimes deposited

directly onto host substrates, and that frass, feces, anal droplets,

and other insect waste products can also directly contribute

to the chemical detection of an insect species, its sex, or its

mating status (Wada-Katsumata et al., 2015; Keesey et al.,

2016; Khallaf et al., 2020; Revadi et al., 2021), as well as

contribute toward novel pheromone discovery (Tumlinson

et al., 1969).

While many insects, includingDrosophila species, can detect

pheromones from both sexes, it remains unclear whether insects

detect and/or respond to odorants produced by their own

body. However, studies of aggression and competitive courtship

suggest that detection of self-produced pheromones can elicit

an escalation in intraspecific behaviors. Here, it has often been

observed that multiple males competing for a single female

increase the fervor of courtship dynamics, as well as reduce the

latency of female acceptance (Dweck et al., 2015; Keesey et al.,

2020a). Despite this, it has been shown that keeping males in

large groups (as opposed to isolated or in small groups prior to

testing) can reduce courtship fervor in subsequent behavioral

trials due to constant, habituation-like peripheral detection of

cVA (Benton et al., 2007), where cVA can reduce male courtship

and increase male-male aggression (Wang and Anderson, 2010).

Opposingly, it has been shown that group housing can affect

male behavioral response via Or47b, a different pheromone-

detecting receptor, and provide a significant advantage to males

in higher-density rearing conditions when compared to isolated
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FIGURE 4

Reconstructions of PNs for olfaction (basiconic sensilla). (A) An overview of neuropils, including AL, MB, and LH. Here, the LH is further

subdivided into distinct innate behavioral zones related to chemosensory stimuli. (B) A close up example of the single neuron pathway through

AL, MB, and into LH (in this case, within an attractive zone of innate behavior). (C) Projection neurons (PNs) from antennal basiconics (ab1-ab10;

green = large basiconic; blue = small basiconic). The ab1, for example, depicting 2 predicted attractive regions of LH (pink), and 1 predicted

aversive arborization (blue). Most aversive odorants possess projection neurons that map toward the lower portion of the LH, thus appear as “Y”

shaped. Also, note di�erences in arborizations within MB between attractive and aversive neuron subtypes, with attractive neurons have many

arborizations and aversive having only a few (e.g., DA2 in ab4 vs. DM1 in ab1 sensillum). AL, antennal lobe; OL, optic lobe; MB, mushroom body;

LH, lateral horn; PN, projection neurons.

males, here via detection of palmitoleic acid and other fatty

acid-activating ligands (Lin et al., 2016; Sethi et al., 2019).

Thus, some pheromone detection pathways appear to afford

behavioral advantages, depending on social density or context.

Similar to this last example, it is clear that some volatiles from

host materials can also increase courtship behaviors of males
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FIGURE 5

Reconstructions of PNs for olfaction (intermediate, trichoid, and palp sensilla). Shown are pathways through MB and into LH. (A) Projection

neurons (PNs) from antennal intermediate sensilla (ai1 and ai3) and predicted behavioral valence as well as strongest excitatory odorant/ligand.

(B) Projection neurons (PNs) from antennal trichoid sensilla (at1 and at4) and predicted behavioral valence as well as strongest excitatory

odorant/ligand. (C) Projection neurons (PNs) from palp basiconic sensilla (pb1-pb3) and predicted behavioral valence as well as strongest

excitatory odorant/ligand. (D) Olfaction (blue) is primarily from antenna and maxillary palps (shown are antennal pathways), where chemicals are

detected within sensillum types, and these neurons then map into the brain of the fly. Primary olfactory processing is within the AL, and then

subsequently within the MB and LH (i.e., the higher brain centers). (E) Species can di�er in sensitivity and behaviors toward concentrations of the

same detected odorant. (F) Species vary in the abundance of each sensillum type. Larger numbers of a sensillum type correlate with a larger

corresponding glomerulus volume for those odorants within the AL. AL, antennal lobe; OL, optic lobe; MB, mushroom body; LH, lateral horn;

PN, projection neurons.

in the presence of females (Lebreton et al., 2015; Das et al.,

2017), as most Drosophila species for which natural history

is known exhibit heightened courtship dynamics, increased

copulation success, and reduced latency when courtship occurs

actively on the preferred host substrates (e.g., fermenting fruit

for most of the melanogaster species clade). This relationship

between food and sex odors is an increasingly important topic

of neural research across different Drosophila species (Lebreton

et al., 2015; Das et al., 2017), and flies reared on natural

fermentation or host substrates appear to be at an advantage
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when compared to flies from laboratory diet only (Keesey et al.,

2020a). Other ambient conditions like temperature, humidity,

and the light level also contribute to courtship dynamics

across each species and are discussed in more detail later in

this review.

Several sex-specific pheromones, such as cVA, can also be

transmitted from male to female during copulation events, and

variations in the utilization of this odorant exist across the

Drosophila genus in a phylogenetic manner (Khallaf et al., 2021).

For example, the presence of cVA can inhibit the courtship

behavior of other males toward a recently mated female (Ziegler

et al., 2013; Lebreton et al., 2014). While most members

of the melanogaster clade produce and behaviorally respond

similarly toward cVA, other close relatives within the genus

appear to have reduced or lost the production and detection

of this pheromone, such as in the case of the agricultural pest,

D. suzukii (Dekker et al., 2015; Keesey et al., 2016; Khallaf

et al., 2021). The variation in behavioral response toward male-

produced cVA also appears to be related to an evolutionary

rebalancing of the neural circuits that control the innate valence

associated with this odor, as two separate neural pathways

determine behavioral attraction or aversion toward cVA (e.g.,

DA1:Or67a, and DL3: Or65a). Here, D. suzukii is repelled by

this male-produced pheromone, mostly due to a volumetric

reduction in the attractive glomerulus (DA1: Or67a), as well as

a relative increase in the correspondingly aversive glomerulus

(DL3: Or65a) (Dekker et al., 2015; Keesey and Hansson, 2021).

Thus, the function of odorant detection can alter, or even

reverse its meaning or valence between different Drosophila

species and provide variation in behavioral roles for a specific

pheromone in nature, even in cases where both species produce

and detect that same odorant compound. This is often the result

of paired neural circuits or coding strategies in the brain that

simultaneously detect the same chemical cue at the periphery,

but where one detection pathway regulates positive or attractive

behaviors, while a second pathway regulates and balances

negative or aversive responses. Moreover, this is often regulated

by differences in sensitivity of the two receptors. This balancing

act in the brain serves to modulate relative strength of response

across Drosophila species toward the same peripheral detection

of a chemical compound. Thus, concentration of odors becomes

hugely important in the differences in behaviors observed across

even close species, as the relative balance of attractive and/or

repellent effects of an odorant can shift through gains and

losses in a type of olfactory and gustatory neurons, changes in

sensitivity of receptors toward that odorant, or via changes in

the relative representation (e.g., amount or signal strength) of

an odorant that is conveyed into the higher brain centers for

behavioral decision-making.

A complete reversal in behavioral valence was also shown

for another chemosensory pheromone, 7,11-heptacosadiene, a

CHC which promotes courtship behaviors in D. melanogaster,

but suppresses courtship in a close, sister species, D. simulans

(Seeholzer et al., 2018). Here, researchers show that males

of both species detect 7,11-heptacosadiene using homologous

peripheral sensory neurons, but that, subsequently, this signal is

differentially propagated within higher brain centers. Therefore,

again, a change in the balance of excitation vs. inhibition onto

courtship-promoting neurons in the central brain transforms

a normally positive pheromonal cue in D. melanogaster into

a negative stimulus for D. simulans (Seeholzer et al., 2018).

Similarly, vinegar flies and mosquitoes appear to both detect

geosmin, an earthy mold odorant, but these Dipterans show

opposite behavioral responses, with vinegar flies being repelled

and mosquitoes being attracted, at least in regard to oviposition

(Stensmyr et al., 2012; Melo et al., 2020). This further reveals

how species-specific chemosensory responses can emerge from

evolutionary conservation of peripheral detection mechanisms,

but subsequent deviation of central brain circuitry, and

demonstrates how flexibility in neural circuits can contribute to

behavioral evolution toward the same odorant across species.

Here, it is less clear why some odorants are detected by so

many orders of insects, such as geosmin, 2-heptanol, and Z-3-

hexenol. While the fundamental mechanisms for a valence shift

and neural rewiring remain to be fully elucidated, the most likely

source, whether directed or random, appears to be a potential

developmental process (Prieto-Godino et al., 2017, 2020;

Seeholzer et al., 2018; Auer et al., 2021). Here, the birth and death

process of chemosensory receptors offers unique opportunities

for evolutionary processes to add, eliminate or potentially

replace proteins that function in detection of olfactory and

gustatory cues.

The chemosensation of host preference

Beyond pheromone detection, a plethora of odorant

receptors (ORs) have also been shown to be highly variable

across the Drosophila genus. Here, individual species are

shown to vary in either the presence or absence (i.e., gains

and losses) of specific Ors (Ometto et al., 2013; Goldman-

Huertas et al., 2015; Ramasamy et al., 2016), or that different

species of Drosophila vary widely in the relative abundance

and expression of those same odorant-detecting genes and

receptor types (Dekker et al., 2006; Linz et al., 2013; Keesey

et al., 2015, 2019b; Auer et al., 2021). In this case, as more

species within Drosophila are examined, there appears to be

a trend in either the relative increase or decrease in the

number of specific odorant or gustatory receptors (i.e., the

abundance or expression level) within and across sensory

sensillum types (Figures 5D,F), especially following ecological

or host preference specialization, such as in D. sechellia or D.

erecta (Dekker et al., 2006; Linz et al., 2013; Keesey et al.,

2015, 2019b). For these two species, the ab3-like sensillum and

Or22a homologs vary greatly between close relatives in both

function and abundance; in this case, there is a substantial

increase in ab3 sensillum abundance compared to other
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melanogaster relatives (Figures 5D,F). Importantly, often, only

a few receptors appear to repeatedly change between species,

with most chemosensory proteins being conserved in their

function as well as relative expression or abundance (Keesey

et al., 2022).

For most of the examined Drosophila species, at least within

the Sophophora subgenus, OR and OSN pairings within a

sensillum are also usually quite well-conserved in relation to

the model species, D. melanogaster (i.e., the Ab4 sensillum

generally contains both Or7a and Or56a in each examined

Drosophila species), and current theories convey that this

conserved pairing at the periphery serves a specific mission in

regulating species-specific behavioral valence (Stensmyr et al.,

2012; Keesey et al., 2019b; Wu et al., 2022). Here, again,

this conserved pairing motif is likely due to developmental

programming within the eye-antennal imaginal disc (Prieto-

Godino et al., 2020; Yan et al., 2020). However, in the

evolutionary cases of gains and losses of receptors, this common

receptor pairing can sometimes be disrupted, with one or

both receptor proteins lost in the genome and subsequently

lost in functional expression at the periphery, for example,

becoming a pseudogene. In these cases, via either novel OR

replacements, or a reorganization of expression patterns, new

combinations or pairings can potentially occur (Prieto-Godino

et al., 2016, 2020; Keesey et al., 2019b; Auer et al., 2021).

Here, chemosensory receptors, such as ORs and IRs that are

co-expressed (i.e., functionally overlaid with another receptor

within a single sensory neuron, such as Or33a and Or56a,

together in ab4B), show a potential higher likelihood of being

reorganized or transferred toward another sensillum or to be

found with a new pairing partner across examined species

(Prieto-Godino et al., 2017, 2020; Keesey et al., 2019b). In these

cases, it is hypothesized that co-expression events, where an

OSN/GRN contains two or more functional receptors (e.g., co-

expression), are potential snap shots of evolutionary selection

processes in action, and provide a framework for behavioral and

chemosensory preference changes to occur within populations

and between diverging species (Shaw et al., 2019; Khallaf et al.,

2020; Auer et al., 2021; Dweck et al., 2021). This occurs for

example, in the melanogaster clade of species, between Or22a

andOr22b expression patterns (Aguadé, 2009; Shaw et al., 2019),

or among Or67a duplicates and paralogues in D. melanogaster,

D. mauritiana, D. simulans, and D. sechellia strains (Auer

et al., 2021). Moreover, the co-expressed ORs, IRs, and GRs in

the peripheral chemosensory system create dynamic differences

in OSN/GRN function in terms of odorant sensitivity and

the apparent best ligands for binding and activation of that

neural circuit (Dweck et al., 2021; Task et al., 2022). These

co-expressed proteins most likely provide enough variation in

olfactory/gustatory function that ecological and evolutionary

forces can create selection for specific receptors (or co-expressed

combinations) to be kept or lost across evolutionary time and

habitat adaptations.

Future research in chemosensation

Despite decades of work focused on the complete

deorphanization of odorant receptors in D. melanogaster,

several chemosensory receptors remain without a best excitatory

ligand or known ecological and behaviorally relevant function.

This includes, for example, Or2a and Or23a, both of which are

expressed in the reclassified antennal intermediate sensillum

types (Lin and Potter, 2015). However, artificial activation of

these circuits has shown that they project into the primary

olfactory neuropils and are completely functional as well as

behaviorally active (Chin et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2022). While

it is likely that these receptors and their as-of-yet-unknown

ligands play a role in social dynamics or courtship, similar to the

other identified members of trichoid and intermediate sensillum

types, more work is still needed in the future to confirm these

predictions. Therefore, even in the most studied species, D.

melanogaster, there is still room for identification of novel

odorants from natural substrates, such as host materials, the

insect body or insect waste products. As research expands into

non-model species from the Drosophila genus, an increasing

dearth of functional olfactory and gustatory information arises,

where, for most species, more is known about their genome

than their ecology, behavior, or natural history. However,

genomic studies include expansive datasets about chemosensory

receptor gene expression, as well as gains and losses of receptors

across OR, GR, and IR lineages (Crava et al., 2016; Hickner

et al., 2016; Ramasamy et al., 2016; Khallaf et al., 2021). Thus,

much of the groundwork is already laid for functional testing

and chemosensory examination of diverse Drosophila species,

especially given the immense genomic databases for comparison

toward olfactory and gustatory homologs in these non-

melanogaster species. This leaves open considerable avenues

for future research to identify and compare chemosensory,

behavioral, and neurobiological or circuitry variations across

species (Seeholzer et al., 2018), as well as questions about

how these closely related insects navigate their unique natural

habitats, chemical environments, and search for mates. Here, it

is likely in the near future that additional studies will continue to

emerge that compare functional dynamics of protein structure

with genomic variation in receptor function (e.g., changes in

binding affinity for olfactory and gustatory cues) (Auer et al.,

2020).

Evolution of the visual sensory system

Most of our understanding of visual processing of

the compound eye within this genus comes again from

studies of the type species, D. melanogaster. Here, this

species has been examined for many key elements of

the visual system functionality, from light and wavelength

perception by photoreceptors to the primary neural processing

centers of visual stimuli via sections of the optic lobe
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(Larderet et al., 2017; Perry et al., 2017; Sharkey et al., 2020;

Kind et al., 2021). Much of what is understood about animal

color vision is derived from studies of vertebrates, and only

more recently have studies begun to reveal the neural basis

of wavelength information processing by insects. Color, or

wavelength information processing, has been investigated in

D. melanogaster using behavioral experiments, as well as by

visualizing neural responses directly inside the fly brain, for

example, in response to light stimulation using genetic or

molecular tools that aid fluorescence (Schnaitmann et al., 2013,

2018, 2020; Heath et al., 2020). These and other studies of this

singular species make it clear that vinegar flies utilize visual

information to navigate their environment (Fisher et al., 2019)

as well as identify object movement, light intensity, contrast,

and color.

The D. melanogaster visual sensory system is made up of

around 800 ommatidia or single facets of the compound eye

(Posnien et al., 2012; Gaspar et al., 2020; Sharkey et al., 2020).

The many hexagonal-shaped ommatidia include at the surface

a convex cone (cornea), as well as photoreceptor cells that

surround the rhabdomere that runs nearly the full length of

singular ommatidium (Figure 6). Each individual ommatidium,

which is composed of almost 20 cell types, includes eight total

photoreceptor cells. The sections of the ommatidia containing

the photoreceptor cells and rhabdomere are called the retina.

The eight photoreceptors, which span most of the length of the

retinal cell, can be divided into two main categories, depending

on their spectral sensitivity: the six outer photoreceptors (R1,

R2. . . R6) and the two inner photoreceptors (R7 and R8). The

outer R1–R6 cells represent the major class of photoreceptors in

the retina and are involved primarily in image formation and,

also, the detection of movement. These cells have peripherally

located rhabdomeres, extending the full length of the retina,

and they express a single opsin type, called Rh1. Moreover,

the outer photoreceptor cells project their neural axons to the

most distal portion of the optic lobe, the lamina. The second

group, the two inner photoreceptors, consists of two cells in

the center of each rhabdomere termed R7 and R8. These two

cells are stacked, with each spanning only about half of the

total retina in length. The central cells R7 and R8 are involved

in color vision and detection of polarized light. These cells, in

turn, project their axons through the lamina and into the second

most distal layer of the optic lobe, the medulla. Sensitivity of the

inner photoreceptors is largely determined by the underlying

visual pigment, and ommatidia from D. melanogaster can be

further subdivided into two major classes, “pale” (p) or “yellow”

(y), depending on the arrangement of opsins within the inner

rhabdomere. The “pale” ommatidia subtype expresses the opsins

Rh3 (in R7 cells) and Rh5 (in R8 cells) and represents ∼30%

of the total ommatidia, while the “yellow” ommatidia subtype

expresses the opsins Rh4 (in R7 cells) and Rh6 (in R8 cells)

and makes up ∼70% of the total ommatidia. Together, these

ommatidia subtypes (pale and yellow) provide an interlaced

mosaic across the compound eye that detects wavelengths of

light or provides color vision in D. melanogaster adults (Posnien

et al., 2012; Hilbrant et al., 2014; Schnaitmann et al., 2020).

In addition to D. melanogaster, more recent research

has ventured to identify and describe many visual sensory

elements of other species or strains within this genus of

flies (Figure 7). This includes studies that identify differences

in total number of ommatidia across differing populations

of D. melanogaster. Thus, this new frontier that examines

ecological and evolutionary variation in the periphery visual

system is also beginning to build a foundation of knowledge

(Posnien et al., 2012; Keesey et al., 2019a; Gaspar et al., 2020),

including several cases of genetic investment and molecular

tool development across diverse species, such as differences

observed through larval development or within the optic lobe

(Tanaka et al., 2017; Ramaekers et al., 2019). Species that have

a long history of visual behavioral comparisons include the

obscura clade, especially D. persimilis, D. pseudoobscura, and

D. subobscura. These species have strikingly divergent vision,

including at the neural level as well as during behavioral

trials, with D. pseudoobscura having less-positive phototaxis

than D. subobscura (Kekić and Marinković, 1974; Keesey et al.,

2020b), and D. pseudoobscura also being less phototactic than

D. persimilis (Spassky and Dobzhansky, 1967). Thus, even close

relatives within the Drosophila genus can have strong variation

in visual priority or sensitivity to light, which is reflected in

their behavior, genetic architecture, development, as well as

neuroanatomy. It has been proposed that these obscura species,

where at least two of which are sympatric, differ in niche space

utilization through variation in phototaxis as well as light-related

courtship dynamics (Keesey et al., 2020b). However, few species

have had individual visual circuits analyzed or traced, and few

species (i.e., other than D. melanogaster) have been addressed

in regard to reconstructions of sections of the OL, or how

ommatidia type variation in the compound eye across species

transfers into observable changes (if any) in the associated

neurobiology of vision and visual behavior.

Several studies have documented shifts between species

in the proportions of photoreceptor types that compose the

retinal mosaic within the compound eye (Posnien et al.,

2012; Hilbrant et al., 2014; Gaspar et al., 2020). Here, it has

been shown that species such as D. mauritiana can have

substantially more Rh3-containing ommatidia when compared

to D. melanogaster or D. simulans, whereas D. melanogaster has

more Rh4, and D. simulans has more Rh6, when compared to

the other two species (Posnien et al., 2012). Thus, rhodopsin

expression appears rather variable between those species that

have been examined, and likely contributes to differences in

both color perception, contrast preferences, and visually linked

search behaviors (Figure 7). In general, species and strains of

Drosophila vary markedly in the total number of ommatidia that

compose the compound eye, as well as vary in the facet size or

diameter of each ommatidium (Posnien et al., 2012; Hilbrant
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photoreceptor neurons. (C) Example arrangement of clusters of ommatidia with rhabdomeres (R1-R7), where R1-R6 relate to outer

photoreceptor neurons, while R7 represents the inner photoreceptor neuron. (D) Diagram of a single ommatidium. (E) Each ommatidium

contains combinations of rhodopsins (rh1-rh7), where these combinations determine wavelength of light absorbance spectrums for that

particular photoreceptor. (F) Examples of pale and yellow ommatidium subtypes.
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et al., 2014; Keesey et al., 2019a; Gaspar et al., 2020). What

is less clear is whether species with relatively larger eyes have

evolved specific changes in rhodopsin type and abundances, and

if phylogenetic proximity is predictive of priority and functional

preference in color, contrast, and motion vision across visually

mediated behaviors. For example, Drosophila species may differ

in their preference for colors, types of visual contrast, or the

priority of visual stimuli vs. those that are olfactory (Keesey et al.,

2019a). Moreover, rearing density in laboratory vials appears to

modify adult body size, although it is still unclear if different
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sized adults within a species or population create variation

in sensory structures or sensory allocation of neural resources

(Keesey et al., 2019a). Interestingly, new studies suggest that D.

melanogaster is able to detect wavelengths of red light (Sharkey

et al., 2020), a portion of the visible spectrum that has been

previously thought to be invisible to flies and to most insects

in general. This may cause some adjustment in how future

behavioral trials are run in the dark, where red light was often

used to allow researchers (or cameras) to operate in the dark but

was thought to be invisible to the flies.

While chemosensation is hugely important for mediating

courtship behaviors, once outside of the melanogaster clade

of species, vision appears to become increasingly important

as well. Studies have often shown that D. melanogaster, for

example, performs equally well regarding courtship latency and

courtship success when in complete darkness as compared to

trials in a well-illuminated arena. On the other hand, many

other species perform far better across courtship metrics when

in light (as opposed to dark) courtship trials, something that

has been attributed to the necessity of visual stimulation for

some species of flies to mate successfully or more quickly

(Sakai et al., 2002; Keesey et al., 2019a, 2020b). However, it

does appear that populations or strains within each species,

even D. melanogaster and D. simulans, can have quite variable

responses to light vs. dark courtship trials (Shahandeh et al.,

2020); thus, additional research is still needed to identify the

roles of genetics and neurocircuits (as well as relative eye size)

in mediating this behavioral variation (Posnien et al., 2012;

Hilbrant et al., 2014; Keesey et al., 2019a; Shahandeh et al.,

2020). This disparity within and across species may be directly

related to a natural developmental variation in eye size and the

potential tradeoff between investment invision and olfaction,

for example, due to the sharing of a singular developmental

structure (i.e., the eye-antenna imaginal disc from the larva) that

gives rise to both sensory structures and neuropils in the adults

(Keesey et al., 2019a; Ramaekers et al., 2019; Gaspar et al., 2020).

Interestingly, research pertaining to fruitless genes, which are

linked to a cluster of ∼2,000 neurons that completely control

all courtship preferences and behaviors in the Drosophila genus

(Kimura et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2010; Seeholzer et al., 2018;

Hindmarsh Sten et al., 2021), has been shown to map extensively

into the optic lobes of some species, such as D. subobscura

(Tanaka et al., 2017). This may prove to be a vital aspect of

explaining relative variance in visual courtship reliance or the

necessity of light during courtship within certain populations

and across particular species. This difference in fruitless labeling

of the optic lobemay also explain phototaxis differences between

members of the obscura clade, such as for D. pseudoobscura

that generally prefers darker environments, compared to D.

persimilis and D. subobscura, that each prefers brighter light

levels (Brown, 1964; Spassky and Dobzhansky, 1967; Kekić and

Marinković, 1974; Keesey et al., 2020b). However, more work

is required to test fruitless labeling of visual neurons and their

role in explaining ecological and evolutionary variation in light-

dependent courtship behaviors. It is also unclear what role the

ocelli play in visually mediated behaviors, such as phototaxis,

general light preference or courtship, and additional work will

be required to begin to compare neurons related to these

photoreceptor types found on the crown of the head.

Beyond the total amount of light, color or even visual

contrast, sight-mediated behaviors also include sensitivity to

object motion. Recent studies have highlighted the vital role

movement plays in D. melanogaster courtship (Hindmarsh Sten

et al., 2021), especially in relation to identification, orientation,

and tracking of a potential female mate by males that have been

sexually aroused via chemosensation. In this case, activation

of P1 neurons and LC10a visual projection neurons results in

faithful following and courtship ethology by males toward a

variety of moving targets (Hindmarsh Sten et al., 2021). These

neural circuits, in turn, may be important for other species that

appear to utilize wing pigmentation as part of their courtship

dance, such as D. suzukii and other spotted wing species, where

wing pigmentation may stimulate motion detection circuits in

the female (as in this species only males possess a wing pigment).

It was shown that a close relative of D. suzukii loses courtship

effectiveness when male wing pigmentation is removed, further

suggesting the role these spots play in female acceptance for

this species group (Hegde et al., 2005). Why some species

are sexually dimorphic in regard to wing pigmentation is less

clear, but could also be related to motion vision differences

in neurobiology between males and females of these species.

Sexual dimorphisms in phenotypes and genotypes are common

in many Drosophila species, and, while the underlying neural

correlates and behaviors are less well-explored, it is clear that

males and females do differ in their neurobiology (Kimura

et al., 2008; Nojima et al., 2021). It has been proposed that

wing pigmentation across theDrosophila phylogeny is correlated

with visually mediated courtship behaviors (Keesey et al., 2019a,

2020b), although more data are needed to test hypotheses

related to evolutionary mechanisms. It will be important in the

future to compare eye size variability across species (or within

populations) in regard to visually mediated courtship behaviors,

and contrast these differences to the relative use of wing

signaling during courtship, male position in front or behind the

female, as well as other visually dependent courtship metrics

(e.g., across trials using different wavelengths or intensities of

light) (Grossfield, 1971; Kekić and Marinković, 1974; Ripfel and

Becker, 1982; Sakai et al., 2002). In the future, behavioral studies

comparing the visual preferences of many species within the

Drosophila genus could provide novel insights into how the

eye prioritizes different types of visual input, including color,

motion, and contrast detection. Again, the modern genomic

resources afforded by many species across the genus Drosophila

create an open atmosphere for testing various hypotheses about

visually mediated behavior differences, especially as related to

the neurobiology of these flies.
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Evolution of the auditory sensory system

Wings are used for more than potential visual signaling, and

a wide variety of species within the Drosophila genus performs

complex auditory routines during courtship using primarily

different types of wing vibration (Murthy, 2010; Riabinina et al.,

2011; Coen et al., 2016), in addition to leg and abdominal

tapping on host substrates (Mazzoni et al., 2013; Hernández

et al., 2016; Keesey et al., 2020b). Sound is primarily detected

by the antenna of these flies, more specifically via the Johnston’s

organ (JO), found between the second and third antennal

segments (Figure 8). The JO, which acts as a sensitive push-pull

and stretch system for specific types and frequencies of auditory

information, is composed of around 500 mechanosensory

receptor neurons, which, after activation, send their electrical

information toward the antennal mechanosensory and motor

center (AMMC) in the adult brain (Tootoonian et al., 2012;

Pézier et al., 2014). This neuropil receives mechanosensory input

not only from the JO but also from other mechanosensory cells

across the head, and the AMMC can be functionally broken

down into five subgroups (A-E). Here, Subgroups A and B of the

AMMC specifically detect sound vibrations, while Subgroups C

and E detect gravity and wind deflections (e.g., associated with

movement of the arista). The more centrally located Subgroup

D appears to detect a combination of all of these auditory cues,

including vibration sounds, gravity as well as wind deflections

(Kamikouchi et al., 2009; Tootoonian et al., 2012; Matsuo et al.,

2014; Hulse et al., 2021).

Genetic advancements in a variety of Drosophila species

have led to discoveries of variation in the neurobiology of

these auditory circuits, from antennal perception to appendage

production of sound (Ding et al., 2019). Here, descending

neurons from the central brain (in the head of the fly) toward the

ventral nerve cord (VNC; in the thorax) control various aspects

of wing vibration signals (Figure 8). The VNC contains several

ganglia that pertain to each of the six legs, as well as toward

each of the two wings. These differences in neuroanatomy are

reflected in behavioral changes between males and females, as

well as among closely related species (Coen and Murthy, 2016).

Variations in song production include changes in auditory

frequency as well as song element types. For example, D.

melanogaster generates primarily two song elements, pulse and

sine, using one fully extended wing (Shirangi et al., 2013; Ding

et al., 2019). In this case, wing pulses represent waveforms

with a typically short duration in the order of milliseconds,

which are usually repeated to form sets or sequenced events,

called “pulse songs.” Sine songs represent more continuous,

pure-tone-like waveforms with a longer typical duration, usually

lasting over several seconds (Riabinina et al., 2011). The short

auditory bursts of wing pulses often have larger amplitudes as

well when compared to sine waveforms (Figure 8B). In addition,

pulse songs can be characterized by two major descriptors:

the principal frequency component of the individual pulse

(intrapulse frequency, or IPF) and the time interval between

pulses within a set or sequence (interpulse interval, or IPI). In

turn, each species of Drosophila interweaves these two primary

sound elements (pulse and sine) to form their own, typical

courtship song, which can utilize one or both wings in sound

production. In the case of D. yakuba and D. santomea, these

melanogaster relatives also produce a third type of song element,

called clacks, which is higher frequency, and is generated by

vibrating both wings simultaneously but without full wing

extension (Ding et al., 2019). Thus, wing vibration, as well as

variation across neuronal andmuscle control of wing movement

in the VNC, all contributes to differences in the auditory

repertoire of each individual species.

As more species are studied in greater depth for auditory

communication, additional sound elements have been reported,

such as leg and abdominal tapping (Mazzoni et al., 2013;

Hernández et al., 2016; Keesey et al., 2020b). These lower tone or

frequency sound-producing behaviors sometimes coincide with

wing-related vibratory cues, or can represent drastic changes in

sound preference, such as the complete loss of wing vibration in

non-singing species, such as D. subobscura (Ripfel and Becker,

1982; Tanaka et al., 2017; Keesey et al., 2020b). It is also

noted that some species have wing vibration or singing by

both male and female, although the genetics and neurobiology

behind this sexual dimorphic behavior have yet to be elucidated.

However, it is clear that, even within D. melanogaster, there are

strongly sexually dimorphic neural innervation patterns related

to both sound production as well as sound reception (Coen

and Murthy, 2016). It is possible that wing shape or size plays

a role in sound generation, although these elements as well as

potential visual cues (e.g., wing spots) have not been investigated

together in relation to courtship preferences, especially as related

to sexually dimorphic species. For species where the male

spends considerable time in front of the female, this sometimes

coincides with proboscis extension by the male (Tanaka et al.,

2017; Keesey et al., 2020b), which is generally considered to be

a nuptial or nutrition gift (and may also represent an olfactory

or gustatory signal). Interestingly, legs and wings share close

neuropil proximity in the VNC, and future work could address

differences in neural innervation within and across these areas

of the thorax; for example, in species such as D. subobscura that

do not sing with their wings but, rather, where males tap their

middle pair of legs during similar timepoints of the courtship

ethology of song production in other species (Brown, 1965;

Keesey et al., 2020b).

Research has already narrowed the search for key circuits

related to song production in D. melanogaster (von Philipsborn

et al., 2011; Coen et al., 2014, 2016; Clemens et al., 2018;

Ding et al., 2019). Here, the P1 is a cluster of about 20

central brain neurons per hemisphere of the central brain (also

related to pheromone detection and motion vision, see above

sections); the plP10 is a pair of neurons that descend from

the central brain down to the VNC in the thorax (Figure 8D).
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Auditory signaling and neurobiology in the melanogaster clade of species. (A) For most members of the Drosophila genus, males perform

elaborate dances when a female is present. This often includes an auditory component, usually generated by the vibration of one or both wings.

(B) Each species in the melanogaster clade creates a unique song, generally composed of distinct auditory frequencies. The songs of these

species possess two main components, a pulse and sine, which are separated based on amplitude, duration, and interpulse intervals. (C) Some

members have been shown to also produce other song elements, called clacks, which are generated by bursts of activity in both wings without

full extension. (D) The neurobiology of song relates to two main brain regions, the central brain and the ventral nerve cord (VNC). To connect

these regions, plP10 neurons extend the full length of these brain regions, and encode auditory information reception as well as production by

the muscle movements from the thorax (e.g., wings and legs). (E) Auditory (green) sensory stimuli are detected by mechanosensory motions of

the antenna. This is primarily related to the Johnston’s Organ (JO), which detects torsion and movement of the antenna as well as the arista.

Vibration and movement neurons pass that sensory information into the primary processing center in the brain, the antennal mechanosensory

and motor center (AMMC). This region of the brain has 5 subgroups, each responding to sound, vibration, gravity, and/or wind stimulation. (F) A

detailed view of the JO, highlighting the push-pull and stretch system for specific types and frequencies of auditory and vibration stimulation.

Around 500 mechanosensory receptor neurons send their electrical information toward the AMMC in the adult brain after activation in the

antenna.

Lastly, the vPR6 is a set of around 5 thoracic interneurons

per side that connect to the motor neurons (e.g., ps1) of each

wing’s musculature. Optogenetic activation of these neurons (P1,

plP10, vPR6) results in male D. melanogaster song production,

even in the absence of a female (Clemens et al., 2018). In

observations of mating, especially those aided by video and

computer annotation or animal pose estimation, the distance

the male is from the female appears to play a vital role in

the type, amplitude, and frequency of songs produced, and

further separates species-specific behavioral differences across

the melanogaster clade. Thus, the interface between visual

and auditory cues will need to continue to be described and

disentangled during studies of courtship ethology. Many historic

papers from the last century have observed and described

courtship, especially wing movement, song production, and

potential auditory information exchange between male and

female flies (Spieth, 1952; Brown, 1965; Ewing and Bennet-

Clark, 1967; Noor and Aquadro, 1998). However, current

methods that employ animal pose estimation and more discrete

video measurements of courtship ethology are now in place

to overlay with modern neurogenetics to untangle the nervous

system variability related to sound production as well as

detection (Clemens et al., 2018; Deutsch et al., 2019; Pereira

et al., 2019). For example, it has recently been noted that
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male song production can change based on the distance to

the female, including both amplitude and frequency variations

(Clemens et al., 2018). This study showed that visual feedback

(e.g., perceived distance from males to females) influences the

probability of a male producing each song element. Moreover,

that a male’s song choice, in turn, affects female response, where

female behavioral feedback then contributes to modulation of

male song amplitude, again in accordance with the distance of

the male’s approach during courtship. Although these details

might seem small, they are proving increasingly important to

dissect mechanistically how multimodal stimulation contributes

to species-specific ethologies such as courtship dances. While D.

melanogaster remains the best studied model species (although

individuality and population variance still need to be addressed),

the tools are already in place to expand these research directions

into additional species across this ecologically broad family and

genus of flies.

Evolution of the hygro- and
thermosensory systems

In addition to smell, sight, and sound, the temperature

and the humidity of the environment also have a strong effect

on the speed and efficiency of male and female courtship

within the Drosophila genus, as well as a strong effect on

general navigational preference behaviors (Hamada et al., 2008;

Rosenzweig et al., 2008; Umezaki et al., 2018; Simões et al.,

2021). Here, some flies have broad or narrow ranges of

acceptable thermal gradients for successful copulation or host

preference (Figure 9), and it is often difficult to unravel the

behavioral connection between temperature and the humidity

level. Relatively, recent studies have highlighted the detection

of humidity via IRs within the sacculus of the antenna (Enjin

et al., 2016). Moreover, this research has begun to outline

differences in preference, especially between flies originating

from desert (dry) or rainforest (wet) environments. Again, these

same proteins (e.g., Ir25a, Ir40a, Ir93a) are also responsible

for behavioral preference in warm vs. cold temperature trials

(Knecht et al., 2016; Budelli et al., 2019). Thus, it will be

important in the future to attempt to disentangle temperature

from humidity in the brain of the fly, although these ambient

conditions may simply infer similar environment stimuli and

thus be, in some cases, redundant sensory systems to assess

their preferred natural microhabitat. Alternatively, optimal

temperature and humidity for each fly species may also represent

ideal growth conditions for its preferred yeast and bacterial

gardens, as related to the most efficient microbial toolkit to

breakdown its preferred host material (e.g., cactus vs. fruit),

where these species-specific gut microbes are transmitted to new

substrates via the oral-fecal route (Becher et al., 2012; Keesey

et al., 2016, 2017; Koerte et al., 2020). In the future, experiments

should be conducted to examine the optimal growth curves

for species-specific yeast as correlated with insect behavioral

preferences for both environmental temperature and humidity,

as this may lend further support for the hypothesis that insect

hosts maximize ideal conditions for their own microorganism

production (such as that observed in bark and pine beetles, as

well as fungal-farming ants) (Mueller et al., 2011; Ranger et al.,

2018). The fly hygro- and thermal preferences may, therefore,

be linked to their digestive microbiome, as it is already well-

supported that Drosophila flies maximize courtship speed and

efficiency betweenmales and females that are active on preferred

host material in regard to the site of feeding and oviposition

(Ziegler et al., 2013; Lebreton et al., 2015; Das et al., 2017; Koerte

et al., 2020). Moreover, as mentioned in the previous sections

of this review on olfactory behavior, food and sex are intimately

entangled in the neurobiology of each Drosophila species, where

males and females first meet on their preferred natural host

substrates, such as fallen fruits, before any courtship ethology

naturally begins in the wild (as opposed to Lepidopterans

that can call a mate from long distances, but not necessarily

copulating on the host plant).

The thermal sensory system within D. melanogaster is

primarily expressed in the antennae (Figure 9). Within the

brain, neuropils in close proximity to the AL (i.e., the

posterior antennal lobe, PAL; also called the proximal antennal

protocerebrum, PAP) detect hot and cold (Gallio et al., 2011;

Frank et al., 2015). In turn, temperature preference appears to be

controlled by these neuropils, which respond to warmer and hot

temperatures via transient receptor potential A1 (TrpA1) at the

periphery. Moreover, dTrpA1 expression was identified within

three distinct cell types in the central brain, including lateral cell

(LC), ventral cell (VC), and anterior cell (AC) neurons. However,

behavioral trials have narrowed temperature preference down to

just one of these three, namely, the anterior cells (ACs) (Hamada

et al., 2008; Umezaki et al., 2018; Simões et al., 2021). These

AC neurons, in turn, connect via arborizations to AL glomeruli,

namely, VL2a and VL2p, as well as toward both the MB and LH

of the fly, thus connecting thermal sensation with chemosensory

circuits (Hamada et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2013; Frank et al.,

2015). Here, AC neurons via dTrpA1 expression inside the

arista play a strong role in heat avoidance, or the fly’s ability

to detect dangerously high temperatures. Interestingly, transient

receptor potential channels (TRPs), which represent 13 groups

of proteins, are expressed across several of the sensory systems of

the fly, including visual, mechanosensory, auditory, and thermal

(Montell, 2005). However, only the members of the TRP-A

group of proteins appear to confer thermal detection in flies

(e.g., dTRPA1, dTRPA2, dTRPA3, and painless) (Montell, 2005;

Sokabe et al., 2008; Neely et al., 2011). A larger body of research

has examined the functional roles of TRPs in mammalian

models, such as the house mouse (Gallio et al., 2011). Here,

the range of functions ascribed to mammalian and invertebrate

TRP channels appears to be remarkably similar. This is especially
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Thermosensation and hygrosensation in D. melanogaster. (A) Six neurons at the base of the arista on the fly antenna detect hot and cold

stimulations. (B) Neurons within the sacculus inside the third antennal segment also contribute to both temperature and humidity detection.

These merge with innervation from the arista before heading into the central brain. (C) A side view of the D. melanogaster head. Neurons from

the arista related to heat detection transmit their information to AC neurons in close proximity to the AL and SOG. (D) A frontal view of the

central brain structures related to thermal sensory systems, which include primarily the proximal antennal protocerebrum (PAP), named for its

proximity to the AL and antennal nerve (AN). The PAP subsequently innervates with the AL, MB, as well as LH in D. melanogaster adults. (E)

Hypothetical examples of how fly species can vary in habitat and ecological preferences. Some species may have wider (or more narrow) ranges

of acceptable temperatures. These di�erences may relate to individual or species-level variation in their neurobiology and genomes. (F) A biome

triangle of ecological or habitat classifications based on average temperature and humidity levels. Drosophila species are found across huge

variations in both thermal and hygrosensation niches in the wild. However, most of what we know comes from only a few species, such as D.

melanogaster, which originates from sub-Saharan tropical rainforests, a habitat that is both hot and wet. HC, hot cells; CC, cold cells; AC,

anterior cell neurons; ESO, esophagus; SOG, suboesophageal ganglion; MB, mushroom body; SPP, super peduncular protocerebrum; EB,

ellipsoid body neurons.

apparent in comparisons between the mammalian and fly

TRPs. Due to functional similarities and the range of genetic

tools available, the fruitfly represents a very appealing model

organism for continuing to dissect the functions of TRPs as

well as the molecular pathways that lead to their activation

from the periphery into the brain (Montell, 2005; Gallio et al.,

2011; Neely et al., 2011). In addition to TRP channels, some

evidence also highlights the role of gustatory receptors (GRs)

in detection of thermal cues. Moreover, while GRs differ widely

from TRPs in their primary protein structure and predicted

molecular architecture across the cellular membrane, recent

studies have supported that both protein types (e.g., TRP and

GR) can contribute to temperature detection in flies, which, in

turn, promotes the discovery of new molecular mechanisms of

temperature responsiveness and opportunities to engineer new

tools for extrinsic control of behavior via thermal stimuli. For

example, the Gr28b(D) gene product has a neurophysiological

response threshold similar to TRPA1 when tested in adult D.

melanogaster neurons (Ni et al., 2013). At the periphery, the

antenna contains these GR-expressing neurons that detect heat;

more specifically, the Gr28b.d protein confers D. melanogaster

with the ability to behaviorally avoid high temperature extremes

(Ni et al., 2013; Simões et al., 2021). This GR appears to only

be expressed in a few neurons near the base of each arista on

the fly antenna. Therefore, the peripheral sensory system for

noxious temperature detection (including both TRP and GR
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Multimodal sensory integration. (A) Courtship is a great behavior to address multimodal activation, as many sensory systems are active in

di�erent stages across male and female dances as well as mate selection. (B) Each species uses five primary senses (smell, taste, sight, sound,

and touch) in di�erent temporal and spatial patterns, as well as species-specific di�erences in a dominant mode (e.g., visual vs. olfactory

courtship priorities). (C) An example table of species examinations across sensory cues during courtship dances. (D) An overview diagram of

sensory integration and neural pathway overlay for sight, sound, and smell.

sensors) is relatively small (in regard to the number of sensory

neurons), although the behaviors associated with both thermo-

and hygrosensation appear to be strong and often species-

specific (Enjin et al., 2016). In addition to the arista, hot and cold

temperature detection at the periphery of the fly also appears

to map to the sacculus within the adult antenna (Gallio et al.,

2011; Budelli et al., 2019). This overlaps with the areas previously

described above as playing a strong role in hygrosensation (Enjin

et al., 2016). Thus, there continues to be correlational evidence to

support the neural entanglements of temperature and humidity

sensation as well as species behavioral preferences for these

entwined signals of environmental microhabitats.

How thermo- or hygrosensation behaviors differ

across diverse species has not always been addressed using

standardized, modern methods, and large-scale behavioral trials

would lend support toward disentangling temperature from

water sensation in the future, especially in comparison to the

previous research (Brown, 1965; Markow, 1979). Moreover,

studies on D. melanogaster have shown that there is, again,

strong individuality in preference for these ambient conditions

(Kain et al., 2015), and that this behavioral variance may

correlate with metabolic conditions or other physiological

states (Umezaki et al., 2018). Again, it is likely that multimodal

cues play an important role in modulating fly responses to

both temperature and humidity (Figures 9E,F), especially

across more natural environments (as opposed to those

maintained in the laboratory), such as daily or seasonal

fluctuations in light, altitudinal gradients, as well as temperature
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and water availability (Markow, 1979, 2015; Markow and

O’Grady, 2007). While considerable progress is continuing

to be made in dissecting the neural mechanisms of hygro-

and thermosensation in D. melanogaster, additional research

is required in the future to compare these two behaviors

and sensory signals as well as the underlying neurobiology

in additional non-melanogaster species (Enjin et al., 2016).

Moreover, experiments into additional species could help

explain ecological and evolutionary preferences in thermal

behavior via the examination of morphological, circuitry

or abundance changes in sensory receptors as well as their

corresponding neuropils in the central brain of each new

species. For example, via studies across species that each

prefers the warmest temperatures but differs widely in

humidity preference (e.g., tropical rainforest vs. desert species)

(Figure 9F). Here, while studies of D. melanogaster support the

redundant importance of high temperature and high humidity,

this may be a result of the sub-Saharan and tropical rainforest

origins of this model species. Furthermore, the examination of

species from other ecological zones (e.g., temperate or alpine

forests) may identify stronger behavioral differences between

temperature and humidity preferences, as well as corresponding

shifts in circuitry, preference, and valence within the brain.

Discussion

Multimodal integration: The future of
understanding behavior more
completely?

Previous research has often fragmented the brain into

discrete studies of singular sensory systems, such as olfactory,

visual or auditory neural structures. This specialization

in research has provided hugely successful efforts toward

unraveling specific sensory circuits, from the periphery into the

brain, as well as toward motor output or behavioral decision-

making in various flies. This divide-and-conquer approach has

led to many advances in the understanding of the Drosophilid

nervous system. However, as each sensory system individually

nears completion via the connectome (Scheffer, 2020; Hulse

et al., 2021) as well as complete identification of necessary and

sufficient neural circuits responsible for the many behavioral

repertoires observed for D. melanogaster, more recent studies

have utilized similar methodology and adapted them for an

increasingly array of novel species for comparison within this

genus. For example, a huge amount of resources has gone

into creating genomic and molecular tools across many model

species within Drosophila, such as D. simulans (Seeholzer

et al., 2018) , D. yakuba and D. santomea (Ding et al., 2019)

, D. pseudoobscura (Ramaekers et al., 2019) , D. subobscura

(Tanaka et al., 2017) , D. sechellia (Auer et al., 2020) , D. suzukii

(Karageorgi et al., 2017) as well as D. mojavensis (Khallaf et al.,

2020). This continued push into comparative sensory and

neurobiology across the Drosophila genus is allowing for the

testing of hypotheses related to big picture questions, such

as ecological, evolutionary, and developmental mechanisms

for changes observed in the brain. Worth mentioning is

that, often, natural behaviors are the last to be examined in

modern research, where, again, more is usually known about

a Drosophilid species’ genome as compared to its ecology or

natural history. However, it is increasingly apparent that, to fully

understand behavior (and ecological as well as evolutionary

variation), researchers will need to combine forces and start to

map the interfaces between each individual sensory system. This

is creating a need for either team formation of specialists across

the many sensory modalities, or the need to train new scientists

to more broadly consider all aspects of the neurobiology and

behaviors of these species. As a chemical ecologist, I know I have

been trained to see the world of the fly through chemosensory

lenses, but, in order to better think like the whole organism we

study, future objectives will need to consider more than just the

olfactory and gustatory systems. One of the goals of this review

is, therefore, to provide a general overview of the research across

several senses within the fly, and to encourage more scientific

awareness, connections, and potential discussions between the

nervous system specialties of researchers around the world.

While many previous studies have existed, which examine

sensory-linked behaviors in a multitude of Drosophila species,

these data are often before modern techniques, and methods

were available. There is also the importance of consistent

behavioral methods for trials across species for comparison;

however, few studies have tested many species simultaneously,

resulting in ambiguity in whether variances between species are

the result of differences in methodology or underlying neural

circuitry. Ambient conditions in the laboratory have increasingly

been shown to have large ramifications in behavioral trials,

even within populations of the same species. This will require

an increase in the understanding of physiological states as

well as individuality, and their respective roles in modulating

behavioral responses to the same sensory cues (Crava et al.,

2019; Honegger et al., 2019; Linneweber et al., 2020; Vogt et al.,

2021). With all this in mind, the general need exists for a more

extensive behavioral Olympics across the Drosophila genus that

will control for environmental gradients, such as the light level,

temperature, relative humidity, barometric pressure, and time

of day (Figure 10). Again, with more knowledge about genomes

than the ecology of most species, there is also a large knowledge

gap between genotypes and phenotypes, as well as between

laboratory and field experiments. Several prominent model

organisms, such as the deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus),

are seeing a recent revolution in lab to field studies (and vice

versa), as well as attempts to examine more natural populations

in comparison to pure lab strains (Barrett et al., 2019). This

avenue for future research may continue to be an important

step in testing hypotheses derived from Drosophilids, many
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of which have been maintained for thousands of generations

on standard diets and within laboratory-controlled conditions.

A central advantage to many Drosophila species is that they

have been collected from geographically variable conditions

and populations, thus, again, providing a potential foundation

of genotypes to compare in relation to behavioral phenotypes

(Sprengelmeyer et al., 2020; Olazcuaga et al., 2021). These

often commercially available population resources will continue

to provide important assets for sensory comparisons within

and between each species. As mentioned before, even D.

melanogaster, the most extensively studied model organism

within this genus, still shows behavioral variance at the

individual and population level. Thus, in the future, it will be

important to confirm what stocks or strains of each new species

represents the average or median behavioral sensory output,

perhaps including some general agreement on what a normal

response looks like for each fly species across various behaviors.

Researchers at the forefront of the field of behavioral

neurobiology are increasingly considering the neural circuitry of

multimodal behaviors, such as courtship (Pavlou and Goodwin,

2013; Clowney et al., 2015; Seeholzer et al., 2018; Anholt et al.,

2020). Here, courtship is a great scheme to attempt to unravel,

as it involves taste, smell, sight, sound, as well as more ambient

conditions, such as temperature, humidity, and host substrate

(i.e., the combination of food and sex odors). These mating

rituals observed between a male and a female of each species also

offer innately fixed behavioral syndromes, where performances

can be rather robotic and represent common routines, which

makes them ideal for teasing apart sensory-driven cues that

transition between each feature of a rather complex courtship

dance. In the case of D. melanogaster, although many of the

individual neurons involved in courtship have been identified,

additional elements that mediate or modulate these sensory

signals, and the neural circuits that interpret this information

in the higher brain centers, still need to be fully described

(Pavlou and Goodwin, 2013; Seeholzer et al., 2018; Galili and

Jefferis, 2019). Thus, even in an extremely well-studied model

such as D. melanogaster, the circuit connections and neural

dynamics between two or more sensory systems have yet to be

illuminated. Therefore, there is ample room in the future to

examine the roles of several sensory systems simultaneously.

Moreover, each new species within the genus Drosophila also

offers a new round of complexity to unravel, as most species

have specific courtship routines that allow males and females

to identify proper mating partners accurately and succinctly,

even in cases of spatial or temporal overlap on the same host

substrates as other similar species. While almost all species

in this genus use each sensory modality for courtship, the

types, timing, syntax, and relative preference appear to be quite

variable (although, again, quite consistent within a given species

across each individual). Multimodal behaviors also occur in

relation to the selection of oviposition and feeding sites. In

this case, species within the Drosophila genus are generally

assumed to optimize their sensory systems to both find food

for themselves, and, also, especially in the case of the female,

to optimize finding sites of nutrition for future generations. As

noted previously, sex differences are apparent in neurobiology

(Kimura et al., 2008; Nojima et al., 2021), and males and females

detect and perceive slightly different sensory worlds. In addition,

species-specific differences also occur, for example, in olfactory

preferences across different stages of fruit fermentation (as is

the case between D. melanogaster and D. suzukii). Crucially,

the chemosensory system of each species can vary in IR, OR,

and GR expression, both in regard to functional dynamics (e.g.,

tuning differences toward a particular chemical compound), as

well as abundance or relative strength of stimulus detection

(e.g., number of sensilla or receptors for a given chemical cue)

(Dekker et al., 2006; Linz et al., 2013; Keesey et al., 2015; Grabe

et al., 2016). This same principle most likely applies to all the

other senses, such as vision, where each species devotes differing

numbers of ommatidia toward the detection of color, motion,

and light intensity (Posnien et al., 2012; Hilbrant et al., 2014). It

has been proposed that neural raw materials for the senses are

a finite resource during development; thus, Drosophila species

might experience a tradeoff between linked sensory systems,

such as the inverse correlation observed for sizes of visual and

olfactory peripheral structures and their underlying primary

neuropils (Keesey et al., 2019a, 2020b). More research is needed

to identify any additional tradeoffs or correlations between

other sensory systems, as well as other potential evolutionary

mechanisms. In the future, another important avenue to explore

will be the primacy of sensory preference. Or put another way,

how does each species prioritize the importance of a given

sensory behavior (e.g., vision vs. olfaction)? Here, it may be

useful to conduct behavioral studies that put sensory stimuli

in congruence or conflict; for example, by testing flies in

behavioral assays that combine visual and olfactory cues, or

in trials that separate these stimuli in space and time. These

types of behavioral tests will provide important measures of

neural priority or order of operation regarding decision-making

by each species, where, in this example, some may be more

visually guided as opposed to olfactory. This same prioritization

of sensory systems most likely already occurs during courtship,

where, again, most species have the same categories of sensory

stimulation, although the order of operation differs (as well as

the necessity, such as in light-dependent courtship) (Brown,

1964; Grossfield, 1971; Keesey et al., 2020b; Shahandeh et al.,

2020).

The concurrence of several sensory modalities has been

shown in other Dipterans, such as the mosquito, where the

necessity of CO2, body heat, and visual objects needs to align

to maximize host navigation and, ultimately, feeding acceptance

of a host (Mcmeniman et al., 2014). A similar combination of

heat and smell was also required to enhance the capture of

blowflies (Diptera: Calliphoridae), including natural deception

by a flower mimicking decaying animal matter in order to
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attract unwitting pollinators (Angioy et al., 2004). Although this

specific sensory combination (heat and smell) has not been as

intimately explored across the Drosophila genus, as mentioned

previously, temperature preferences may be related to microbial

needs, such as the yeast and bacteria that are necessary to break

down preferred plant host substrates (Becher et al., 2012). It is

also likely that desiccation-related compounds, such as CHCs,

which also act as pheromones for most examined species, are

linked to evolutionary optimization across relatively wet and

dry, or hot and cold environments. Consequently, it could be

hypothesized that overlap of thermal and chemosensory systems

in the nervous system may be common, although, again, more

research is needed to identify senses that are positively or

negatively correlated across this genus.

With all this in mind, one of the largest gaps in current

research involves large-scale behavioral testing of many species

across high-throughput regimes for addressing the function

of each sensory system. Despite robust publication records

in cellular, molecular, and genetic components of the senses

of many species (sometimes including wonderfully detailed

neural maps), there still exists a paucity of functional data for

ecological and evolutionary comparison. For example, while,

for many members of the Drosophila genus, there are large

genetic screens of olfactory receptors based on presence and

absence of expressed gene orthologs (at least for adult flies), there

are far fewer studies of receptor sensitivity, relative abundance

and expression patterns, or behavioral valence toward any

correspondingly active odorants. Here, using methodology

adapted from successful studies of D. melanogaster, functional

and behavioral screens could be conducted to examine each new

species for several sensory modalities, such as wavelength/color

vision trials, as well as olfactory, thermal, hygro, and gustatory

preferences. In a perfect world, this might include neural

tracing or maps and scaled metrics of each sensory system in

several species beyond themelanogaster clade. Again, with gene-

editing and transgenic tools increasingly being adapted for new

species within this genus, it is likely in the near future to see

opportunities for using GCaMP to aid neural fluorescence of

sensory circuit activation, as well as the development of receptor-

specific knockouts or mutant lines to combine questions of

necessary and sufficient neural and behavioral function for

similar processing pathways within non-melanogaster species.

Moreover, publicly shared videos of behavior (a resurgent trend

in many modern Drosophila publications) may allow diverse

researchers to compare different behavioral interests using the

same images (e.g., courtship analyses).

In general, the low hanging fruit related to broad sensory

behavioral screening may relate to ambient ecological

conditions, such as temperature and humidity preferences,

as well as phototaxis. These three cues (e.g., light, temperature,

and water availability) provide a wide ecological and

evolutionary view of habitat and microhabitat preferences

between species, including potential deviations that create

spatial (or temporal) niche spaces and geographic separations

between otherwise concurrent or sympatric insect species.

Temperature, humidity, and the light level also directly

contribute to the types of plant species found within a

microhabitat, as well as the available microbial communities,

where plant and microbe hosts are essential to the life cycle

and reproductive success of all known Drosophila species.

Here, if we assume the sensory systems of each fly species

are optimized to find their preferred host materials, then

identifying ecological zones of highest likelihood for plants and

microbial associations may yield substantial understanding of

current habitats as well as those in the future world created

during the Anthropocene, or the age during which human

activity has been the dominant influence on climate and

the environment.

It is fortunate that resurgence in video analysis is,

again, resurfacing in animal behavioral and neurobiology.

Here, the roles of video analyses in addressing multimodal

behavior and the underlying neurobiological differences

between species cannot be overstated. A frame-by-frame

detail, when combined with computer algorithms (e.g., deep

learning) for automatic tracking of individuals and limb

movements, provides an unprecedented detail and efficiency

for behavioral analysis in the form of discretely measurable

variables that can, in turn, be examined across individuals

as well as between similar species. The burgeoning fields

of animal pose estimation, including programs like SLEAP

and DeepLabCut (Mathis et al., 2018; Pereira et al., 2019),

and use video tools and computer-assisted data logging to

unravel complexity in multimodal communication during

courtship that is otherwise not feasible (i.e., extremely time-

consuming) through tradition methods such as human

observation of these behaviors. This new age of behavioral

quantification, aided by big datasets and the reduced cost

of hardware and software resources, provides, perhaps,

the best opportunity to tackle the nuances of multimodal

ethology, where individuals, populations, species, and their

genetic underpinnings are also widely available as tools for

most research labs to adjust and then document behavior

shifts. Although video analysis methods continue to rise in

importance once again across research in neurobiology, they

are still reliant on the importance of high-throughput and

standardized behavioral trials. Moreover, keen observation

of natural behaviors and a novel, ecologically relevant

hypothesis generation are still required to maximize the

use of animal pose estimation. Therefore, while the modern

materials and molecular tools are largely in place to begin

to disentangle multimodal sensory decision-making across

the Drosophila genus like never before, substantial hard work

still awaits, as inducing consistent behavior is still often the

crux of most research efforts seeking to fully understand

courtship, host navigation, as well as animal perception of their

natural environments.
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